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Pursuant to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s (“FERC” or “Commission”)
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR) issued on October 18, 2012,1 the Foundation for
Resilient Societies respectfully submits its comments on the Commission’s proposal to direct
the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), the Commission-certified Electric
Reliability Organization (ERO), to submit for approval Reliability Standards that address the
impact of geomagnetic disturbances (GMD) on the reliable operation of the Bulk-Power System
(BPS).
The Foundation for Resilient Societies (or “Foundation”) is incorporated in the State of
New Hampshire as a non-profit organization engaged in research and education that relates to
protecting technologically-advanced societies from natural disasters or breakdowns in human
reliability. Its Board of Directors consists of persons residing in New Hampshire, Arizona,
California, Massachusetts, and Virginia. Information about the Foundation may be found at
www.resilientsocieties.org.
The Foundation seeks to identify and promote cost-effective protection of
technologically-advanced societies from infrequently occurring natural and man-made
disasters. All technologically-advanced societies rely on critical infrastructures—electric power
generation and transmission, telecommunications, transportation, financial services,
petrochemical refining, food production, water, and sanitation, to name just a few. Sustained
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interruption of any one of these critical infrastructures can result in economic, political, and
social chaos. The profit incentive, which normally serves society well, provides inadequate
protection from disasters which occur infrequently but have high impact and far-reaching
impact beyond the responsibilities of any one commercial enterprise. The Foundation seeks to
identify these cost-effective opportunities to protect societies and then identify policy
initiatives to mitigate or to accelerate recovery from these natural or man-made disasters.
BACKGROUND (I) INITIAL RESEARCH PROJECT OF THE FOUNDATION
The Foundation for Resilient Societies supports the proactive stance of the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) Commissioners in proposing to order reliability standards
to protect against geomagnetic disturbances. Our Foundation respectfully summarizes its prior
Petition for Rulemaking by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and recent NRC decision
(December 3rd, published December 18th) to proceed to consideration of rulemaking based in
part upon our Petition to augment on-site capabilities of NRC-licensed nuclear power plants.
As we have learned of the limited jurisdiction of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, we
have come to recognize that rulemaking by FERC, whose Commissioners have jurisdiction over
the entire bulk power system,2 can significantly enhance the robustness of nuclear power
plants, other power plants, and the nation’s ability to recover from a severe solar geomagnetic
storm. If the proportion of generating facilities and transmission systems that remain operable
can be increased through reliability standards to cope with geomagnetic disturbances,
operators within the grid seeking reliable “blackstart” of power plants, and seeking to minimize
dependence upon on-site facilities to cool radioactive spent fuel, and residents within
evacuation zones around nuclear power plants will all have more options and be better
protected. This in turn will alleviate elements of the burden otherwise befalling the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
On March 14, 2011 the Foundation for Resilient Societies filed a Petition for Rulemaking
(PRM) to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (“NRC”) proposing that it amend its regulations to
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require that U.S. reactors would have backup spent fuel pool systems capable of operating
automatically for two years without fuel resupply. The Petition suggested that an extreme solar
storm and associated GMD could cause long-term and widespread commercial grid outage,
including Loss Of Outside Power (“LOOP”) to nuclear power plants. A draft filing of the petition
had been previously made to the NRC on February 8, 2011, a full two months before the
tsunami and related Fukushima nuclear disaster in Japan. The NRC docketed the Petition as
PRM-50-96.
On December 3, 2012, the NRC determined that “its rulemaking process can
appropriately consider a petition on maintaining the safety of used nuclear fuel at U.S. reactors
if an extreme solar flare disables the electrical grid.”3 Moreover, in written analysis
accompanying its determination, the NRC stated that:
The NRC’s initial evaluation of available information indicates that the likelihood of an
extreme solar storm (similar to the 1859 Carrington event 1) is plausible with a frequency
in the range of once in 153 to once in 500 years (2E–3 to 6.5E–3 per year). The
probability of the petitioner’s postulated catastrophic grid failure, given a Carrington-like
event, is not known with certainty. However, based on the NRC’s review of the existing
data, the NRC believes that there is insufficient information for the NRC to conclude that
the overall frequency of a series of events potentially leading to core damage at multiple
nuclear sites is acceptably low such that no regulatory action is needed. Thus, the NRC
concludes that the petitioner’s scenario is sufficiently credible to require consideration of
emergency planning and response capabilities under such circumstances. Accordingly,
the NRC intends to further evaluate the petitioner’s concerns in the NRC rulemaking
process.
The Foundation for Resilient Societies previously filed a comment in regards to the FERC
Staff Technical Conference on Geomagnetic Disturbances to the Bulk-Power System, FERC
Docket AD12-13-000. Representatives of the Foundation for Resilient Societies have been
active observers of the Geomagnetic Disturbance Task Force (GMD Task Force) and have
attended multiple face-to-face meetings at the NERC headquarters in Atlanta, Georgia. Dr.
George Baker, a director of the Foundation, recently assisted in the development of event
scenarios for the December 13, 2012 NARUC Interactive Lab for Catastrophic Event Resilience
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funded by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and participated in the lab. Comments
submitted to FERC under Docket RM12-22-000 reflect knowledge and perspective gained
during the GMD Task Force process, as well as prior research performed in preparation of a
Petition PRM-50-96, to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
BACKGROUND (II) INTERNATIONAL SECURITY IMPLICATIONS OF FERC COMMISSION CHOICES
The Commission’s development of an accelerated timetable for North American Electric
Reliability Corporation standards can have an historically significant impact – reversing a long
term trend towards increased vulnerability to solar geomagnetic storms. These increased
vulnerabilities are, we must assume, inadvertent. Factors include: the deployment of longer
transmission lines of higher voltages, hence lower resistance to GMDs and more efficient
transfers of GICs in extra high voltage systems; the urbanization and suburbanization of the
population of the United States, resulting in greater concentrations of population centers
proximate to coastal water bodies, thence increased generation facilities proximate to coastal
locations and end-of-line augmented GMD risks; the de-regulation of wholesale energy
markets, resulting in higher proportions of long distance dispatch, and greater transmission
congestion, aggravating risks of system instability during solar storms.
We concur with John Kappenman, a pioneer of solar geomagnetic research, that the
proposed FERC Order proposed in Docket RM12-22-000 is historic in establishing a foundation
for a more reliable electric grid despite historic trends to the contrary.4
We ask the Commissioners to consider, as FERC assesses the scope of its proposed or
redrafted Order, both the international context and international security benefits of standards
that protect against GMD hazards from all sources. FERC Commissioners and Staff will consider
both the issuance of an Order to develop GMD standards, and the responses that are
appropriate following any NERC-proposed standards within the context of two significant
international developments:
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The first of these developments involves yet another round of nuclear weapons
development and potential proliferation. The longer that the bulk power system of North
America remains vulnerable to man-made electromagnetic pulse, the greater will be the
attractiveness of EMP-enhanced weapons for some foreign states that seek leverage from
nuclear weapons capabilities, especially weapons capable of inflicting wide-area geomagnetic
disturbances (E3 effects) and related prompt voltage surges (E1 effects).
The Draft FERC Order in this Docket has the potential to develop both standards for
geomagnetic disturbance hazards and remedies for such hazards that provide a “twofer”:
protection against solar geomagnetic storms, and, via the same equipment that protects
against solar GICs, concurrent protection against the man-made electromagnetic pulses. The
government of the United States, together with the government of the Russian Federation,
both retains extensive knowledge and hardware-protective experience to cope with man-made
electromagnetic pulses. Via a FERC Order and supportive responses from NERC and centers of
expertise within the U.S. government and government-contracting laboratories, the United
States’ public and private sectors can demonstrate to owners and regulators of the other major
electric grids of the world that there are cost-effective measures that significantly reduce
vulnerabilities to both naturally occurring and man-made geomagnetic disturbances. These
solutions can be a model for all the electric grids globally.
The primary need in protecting against man-made electromagnetic pulses is for
protection against the long-line hazards to transformers and other critical grid equipment. This
is the more expensive equipment that is required for E3 protection.5 So the same automated
hardware protection that blocks GICs from solar storms will also block GICs from man-made
5

A well-established protection against E1 pulses, which rise in nanoseconds, is a set of varistors (variable resistors)
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EMP that can disrupt electric grids over long distances. The secondary need for augmented
surge protection equipment is addressed in specific comments that follow.6
If the United States takes the lead in protecting its bulk power system against solar
geomagnetic storms, with standards that concurrently protect against man-made GICs resulting
from nuclear weapons, as well as specially-designed EMP weapons,7 the incentive to threaten
use or actually use nuclear weapons can be significantly reduced worldwide. International
cooperation to protect the major electric systems worldwide can help the United States achieve
President Obama’s declared goal of eliminating nuclear weapons. This has been a goal of all
U.S. Administrations since the Baruch Plan under President Truman.
The second of these significant international developments is the potential retransmission by the President of the United States of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT)
for Senate advice and consent to ratification.8
Historically, arms control treaties have achieved higher rates of treaty compliance when
accompanied by self-help measures to reduce benefits of noncompliance. FERC Commissioners
may wish to consider the precedent set by President Kennedy in supporting a federally
legislated and funded Safeguards Program to reduce risks of ratification of a Limited Test Ban
Treaty (LTBT) in 1963.9 The Atomic Energy Commission committed to retain the readiness of its
laboratories for a resumption of nuclear testing, if needed, and facilities at U.S. missile test
ranges were retained in a high state of preparedness for many years.
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Will U.S. Senate consideration of a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty result in a
comparable Safeguards Program that would, as one of its pillars, provide a legislative
framework and partial funding to accelerate the hardening of the U.S. electric grid from manmade EMP weapons? Treaty ratification requires a two-thirds vote in the Senate, so there are
incentives to achieve a bipartisan solution. If FERC Commissioners have concerns that neither
their staff nor NERC has expertise to assure cost-effective E1 protections, they may later
identify opportunities through a Treaty Safeguards Program for the Departments of Defense
and Energy to provide that support, research, and independent testing, while FERC and NERC
together develop standards for E3 protections against geomagnetic disturbances from all
sources.10
If nuclear weapons are to become truly obsolete, protecting the electric grids of all
nations from vulnerability to geomagnetic disturbances must be a building block towards this
goal. Hence, as the FERC Commissioners and Staff consider the specific scope of their proposed
Order in Docket RM12-22-000, please do not lose sight of the potential benefits for
international security if U.S. regulatory policies reduce vulnerabilities to geomagnetic storms of
every source – both solar storms and man-made geomagnetic disturbances.
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A member of our Foundation Board, George Baker, formerly headed the EMP research and standard-setting
group within the Defense Nuclear Agency. Dr. Baker has submitted a Letter, which comprises Appendix 2 of our
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viewgraphs are included as Appendix 3 of our Comments. The text of Dr. Baker’s December 2012 presentation
before InfraGuard is included in the separate Comments filed in this Docket by Charles L. Manto at pages 33-40 of
his filing. Dr. Baker includes a table showing that Varistors (variable resistors) used as surge protectors did prevent
equipment damage in certain tests. However, varistors for lightning protection are not generally adequate to cope
with many nuclear EMP E1 surges. We consider these issues in Section 13 below.
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1. Model FERC Order on Geomagnetic Disturbance
The FERC Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NOPR) presents an excellent draft for a FERC Order
for reliability standards for geomagnetic disturbances. We propose that the wording of the
FERC NOPR might be improved and present a modified version below. Our reasoning for
specific retentions and insertions is footnoted and follows in the remainder of this comment.
141 FERC ¶ 61,045
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

18 CFR Part 40
[Docket No. RM12-22-000]
Reliability Standards for Geomagnetic Disturbances
(Issued TBD)

AGENCY: Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
ACTION: Notice of Proposed Rulemaking.

SUMMARY: Under section 215 of the Federal Power Act, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (Commission) proposes to direct the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), the Commissioncertified Electric Reliability Organization, to submit for approval
Reliability Standards that address the impact of geomagnetic disturbances
(GMD) from both natural and manmade sources11 on the reliable operation
of the Bulk-Power System. The Commission proposes to do this in two
11

Rationale for insertion explained in Section 13 Benefits of All-Hazard GMD/E3 Protection.
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stages. In the first stage, the Commission proposes to direct NERC to file,
within 90 days12 of the effective date of a final rule in this proceeding, one
or more Reliability Standards that require owners and operators of the
Bulk-Power System to develop and implement operational procedures to
de-energize vulnerable equipment that may be damaged during a severe
solar storm, consistent with the reliable operation of the Bulk-Power
System.13 Operating Procedures as exclusive protection shall be an
emergency interim measure to protect the Bulk Power System until more
reliable protective measures are developed and implemented.14 As part of
implemented Operational Procedures, operators must identify all vulnerable
equipment and report such equipment to a database maintained by FERC
and accessible to federal authorities in case of emergency in near-real
time.15In the second stage, the Commission proposes to direct NERC to
file, within six months16 of the effective date of a final rule in this
proceeding, one or more Reliability Standards that require owners and
operators of the Bulk-Power System to protect the Bulk-Power System
equipment and the Bulk-Power System as a whole against the effects of
GMD, derived from natural or man-made sources, including but not limited
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Rationale for timeline retention explained in Section 3 Original Timelines in FERC NOPR Should Be Adhered To.
Rationale for insertion explained in Section 4 Operating Procedures Should Be an Emergency Measure. Rapid
disconnection from the grid may not suffice. De-energizing of critical equipment, or neutral ground blocking of that
equipment is essential to protect EHV transformers from damage.
14
Rationale for insertion explained in Section 4 Operating Procedures Should Be an Emergency Measure.
15
Rationale for insertion explained in Section 11 Database of Equipment Subject to GIC.
16
Rationale for timeline retention explained in Section 3 Original Timelines in FERC NOPR Should Be Adhered To.
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to equipment overheating and permanent damage, harmonic production,
reactive power consumption, equipment vibration, and loss of GPS
signaling.17 The Reliability Standards would require owners and operators
to develop and implement plans so that instability, uncontrolled separation,
or cascading failures of the Bulk-Power System, caused by damage to
critical or vulnerable Bulk-Power System equipment, or otherwise, will not
occur as a result of a GMD. The Reliability Standards would require
owners and operators to develop and implement plans to prevent immediate
or delayed equipment damage that would degrade networks beyond a single
contingency.18 These plans cannot be limited to operational procedures or
enhanced training alone, but should protect against the potential impact of
GMDs without human intervention.19 Reliability Standards shall be
uniform, with a minimum of exceptions or exemptions, and be
performance-based.20 Protective strategies shall be mathematically modeled
and21 could include automatically blocking geomagnetically induced
currents from entering the Bulk-Power System, instituting specification and
GMD-testing22 requirements for new equipment, inventory management,
and isolating certain equipment that is not cost effective to test or retrofit.

17

Rationale for requirement insertion explained in Section 5 GMD Causes Multiple Failure Modes.
Insertion rationale explained in Section 6 GMD-Induced Failures May Occur After Solar Storms.
19
Rationale for insertion explained in Subsection 4.5 Warning Time of Space Weather Forecasting Is Insufficient.
20
Deletion and insertion rationale explained in Section 7 Mathematical Modeling of Protective Measures Is
Essential.
21
Rationale explained in Section 8. Uniform Performance-Based Standards Should Be Required.
22
Rationale explained in Section 9 Testing of GIC Withstand Should Be Required
18
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This second stage would be implemented in phases, focusing first on the
most critical Bulk-Power System assets. Event recording and failure
reporting for Bulk Power System assets that may be affected by GMD shall
be mandatory and public.23 To the maximum extent allowed by law, costrecovery from ratepayers should be authorized for implementation of GMD
Reliability Standards.24

23
24

Rationale explained in Section 12 Mandatory and Public Event Monitoring and Failure Reporting.
Rationale explained in Section 10 Cost Recovery Should Be Allowed.
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2. FERC Order on Geomagnetic Disturbance Is Essential for Public Safety
Twenty-three years have passed since a solar storm hit the province of Quebec and amply
demonstrated that solar storms can cause electric grid instability, widespread blackout, and
transformer damage. After twenty-three years, NERC and the electric utility industry have
shown that they are unwilling, or unable, to take the initiative to set a reliability standard on
their own. Now the FERC Commissioners are appropriately exercising their authority within the
legal framework of Section 215 of the Federal Power Act as amended, and ordering that a
standard be set.
No doubt that the FERC Commissioners will receive multiple docket comments from the electric
utility industry saying that a reliability standard is not immediately necessary because a GMD
threat has not been conclusively established. As example, we quote from the comment early
filed on Docket RM12-22 by American Electric Power Service Corporation (AEP):
AEP has been monitoring the potential effects of GMD across the AEP system
transmission system, and has been conducting GMD monitoring activities since 1989.
These monitoring efforts have spanned the last three solar cycles. Throughout AEP’s
analysis, neither imminent threats nor lasting GMD impacts on transformers have been
observed. As part of its monitoring efforts, AEP continues to develop models to assess
the potential for impact on AEP’s system during solar cycles and constructs mitigation
plans accordingly. AEP’s experience to date indicates that the AEP system and
equipment has been capable of withstanding solar storm events without incident.
Based on this experience, as a preliminary matter, AEP agrees with the sentiment
expressed in EEI’s comments that, without a strong consensus on the technical
specification of a GMD event, there is not a sufficient basis for the Commission to
conclude that there is a need for a new or modified NERC Reliability Standard on GMDs.
To the extent that an industry consensus on risks of GMD may be lacking, it is due to
longstanding non-monitoring and nondisclosure regarding GMD events and electric grid
impacts.
The report of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, “Geomagnetic Storms and Their Impacts on
the U.S. Power Grid,” examined over 3,000 Extra High Voltage (EHV) transformers that could be
14

affected by GMD and concluded that approximately 300 transformers are at risk from a severe
solar storm. Slide 14, titled “Existing SUNBURST Nodes” of the EPRI presentation "GeoMagnetic Disturbances Overview of EPRI Research Activities" given to the GMD Task Force on
August 28, 2012 shows only 16 GIC monitoring nodes, with zero nodes in the Western half of
the continental United States. The PJM presentation "August 2011 Coronal Mass Ejections PJM
GIC Detector Data" given to the GMD Task Force on August 30, 2011 shows 6 GIC monitoring
nodes for the PJM network. The Foundation for Resilient Societies filed Freedom of Information
Act requests with Bonneville Power Authority (BPA) and Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and
was able to find another 15 GIC monitoring nodes; 12 for BPA and 3 for TVA. Based on industry
discussions, we believe that GIC is also monitored at the Salem and Hope Creek nuclear power
plants in New Jersey and the Seabrook nuclear power plant in New Hampshire, accounting for 3
more nodes. Altogether, we estimate only 40 GIC monitoring nodes, out of 3,000 EHV
transformers, including 300 high-risk transformers. Therefore, we estimate less than 2% of all
EHV transformers are monitored for GIC, and less than 15% of high-risk transformers are
monitored.
In regard to AEP GIC monitoring specifically, the webpage “Geomagnetic Disturbances” on the
AEP.com website indicates “multiple” GIC monitoring nodes. Slide 2, titled “GMD Membership”
of the EPRI presentation "Geo-Magnetic Disturbances Overview of EPRI Research Activities"
indicates that AEP is a member of the SUNBURST GIC data consortium. If all of AEP’s monitoring
nodes were reporting to SUNBURST, the total number could not be more than the 16 in
SUNBURST network, and would likely only be 5 or fewer of the nodes pictured in the central
United States:
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Alternatively, AEP might have more than five GIC monitoring nodes, but not be reporting data
for all nodes to SUNBURST. Either possibility is problematic. If AEP has only a handful of GIC
monitoring nodes, it could be technically unsound to conclude no imminent threat based on
very limited data. Alternatively, if AEP were not reporting all of its GIC data to SUNBURST, it
could be in apparent conflict with strong support for SUNBURST and industry monitoring, as
expressed by Michael Heyeck, Senior Vice President of Transmission for American Electric
Power (AEP), during his testimony at the April 30, 2012 FERC Technical Conference on GMD:
Second, the industry should expand monitoring to not only capture GIC but also GMD
impacts on the electric infrastructure at representative locations, with a specific focus on
transformers where the greatest risk from GMD can be expected. Measured system
impacts, such as voltage, reactive power, harmonic currents, transformer temperature and
dissolved gas analysis (DGA) should then be correlated to GMD severity to better
understand the actual sensitivity and vulnerability of equipment performance to GMD
16

events. This additional data can then be used to improve modeling and predictive efforts.
EPRI’s SUNBURST program has been a valuable contributor to the science, capturing
GIC data for some time, although it has been among a limited number of industry
subscribers. We can enhance the value of such programs by: increasing participants
and locations to better represent more of North America; including more correlation
between GIC and its impacts such as a harmonics, transformer temperature, voltages and
reactive power demand; and reporting findings in as transparent and accessible a
manner as practical in order to document true interrelationships between GMD and the
power grid.
For clarity on the public record, we encourage FERC to ask AEP, EPRI, and other electric utility
industry commenters for backup information, including the number and locations of their GIC
monitoring nodes, the dates of operation, any associated GIC readings, and modeling results, as
applicable. This information would be helpful in better understanding the perspective that
“neither imminent threats nor lasting GMD impacts on transformers have been observed.”
The Foundation for Resilient Societies, acting as an observer of the NERC GMD Task Force,
asked that utilities represented on the task force disclose GIC data and not a single utility came
forward with data. Subsequently, the Foundation for Resilient Societies filed a Freedom of
Information Act request with BPA and obtained GIC data for 12 monitoring stations going back
to 1993. TVA also indicated willingness to release GIC data, although the technical details of
obtaining data are still in discussion. The EPRI SUNBURST consortium has a system of
interlocking confidentiality agreements and therefore refuses to release most GIC data.
The persistent concealment of SUNBURST data from independent researchers and non-profit
organizations occurs despite EPRI’s Charter, its Articles of Incorporation, encouraging
information exchange for “all organizations and persons….” Article 3(i) of EPRI’s Articles of
Incorporation sets this goal:
“To provide a medium of coordination and cooperation for the exchange of
information for all organizations and persons, public or private, concerned
with electric power scientific research and development;” (underlining added)
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In sum, the vast majority of GIC data, when it is infrequently collected at all, is not publicly
disclosed and rarely available to researchers.
GMD impacts to equipment, including transformers, are likewise rarely disclosed and only
recently collected in a centralized location. Transformer failures are reported to the Generating
Availability Data System (GADS) and Transmission Availability Data System (TADS) databases at
the North American Electric Reliability Corporation. The majority of GADS and TADS data are
kept confidential, including outage reports. Mandatory GADS data collection started in 2012
and mandatory TADS data collection started in 2009, well after the end of the last solar
maximum. Despite extensive participation in GMD Task Force discussions, we are unaware of
any research that has attempted to correlate GADS and TADS data with GIC readings.
The Foundation for Resilient Societies specifically asked that PSEG, operator of the Salem and
Hope Creek nuclear power plants that experienced transformer failures proximate to solar
storms, disclose GIC data and root cause transformer failure reports. PSEG declined to disclose
this data.
Because GIC data has been rarely collected and even more rarely disclosed, and because
potential GMD impacts to transformers have been only recently collected and are not publicly
disclosed, it has been impossible to conduct comprehensive statistical analysis of GMD risks.
After 23 years of inattention and nondisclosure, the electric utility industry thereby claims that
no imminent threat GMD exists. One cannot help but be reminded of the three proverbial
monkeys that see no evil, hear no evil, and speak no evil.
Electric utility docket comments claiming no imminent threat to the electric grid, based on
incomplete monitoring, undisclosed data, and unperformed or undisclosed analysis should
carry very little weight with the FERC commissioners.
In contrast, there are multiple government-sponsored studies that show substantial threat to
the electric grid from GMD, including reports by the Congressional EMP Commission (2008), the
National Academy of Sciences (2008), the Department of Energy and NERC itself (“2010 High18

Impact, Low-Frequency Event Risk to the North American Bulk Power System”), and the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (2010). All of these reports are well-familiar to FERC staff and require
no further elaboration. These government reports conclude a severe solar storm could cause
100 million Americans to be without power for 1-2 years, which undoubtedly would cause
causalities in the millions. Any reasonable person would conclude that an immediate FERC
order on a reliability standard for geomagnetic disturbance is essential for public safety.

3. Original Timelines in FERC NOPR Should Be Adhered To
Twenty-three years have passed since a solar storm hit the province of Quebec and amply
demonstrated that solar storms can cause electric grid instability and widespread blackout.
After twenty-three years, the electric utility industry asks for more time. Granting prospective
wavier to the deadlines in the FERC NOPR would be rewarding inattention and delay. Instead,
NERC and the electric utility industry should show that they are capable of protecting the public
interest by making development of a GMD standard a full-time job for dedicated industry
personnel and expeditiously moving toward completion. NERC and the electric utility industry
need to demonstrate they are deserving of self-regulatory authority—in contrast to woefully
slow progress on other critical standards for vegetation management and cyber protection.
Two full years of experience with the GMD Task Force shows that it has become a vehicle for
further delay. Task force meetings are proposed then cancelled. Months go by without any
update to task force members about next steps. The GMD Task Force Interim Report is widely
criticized for lack of rigorous science and unfounded conclusions—and then there are no GMD
Task Force meetings for the six months between the report’s release on February 29, 2012 and
the next meeting August 28, 2012.
Unnecessary delays allow for coordination of nonpublic discussions to forestall a GMD
reliability standard. It should be noted that many of the comments filed on Docket RM12-22
indicate explicit coordination among individual utilities, regional entities, and trade groups; not
surprisingly, these same comments oppose a reliability standard. The FERC commissioners
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should not facilitate coordinated delay tactics at the expense of the public safety; the original
timelines in the NOPR should be adhered to.

4. Operating Procedures Should Be An Emergency Measure
After 23 years of intransigence and delay by the electric utility industry, the FERC
commissioners are now forced to consider relying on “operating procedures” as a stopgap
measure. “Operating procedures” should not be the exclusive measure to provide protection of
the electric grid against solar storms. Instead, “operating procedures” should be used solely on
an emergency basis, when there would be no other practical means of protecting vulnerable
equipment against an exceptionally severe solar storm.
“Operating procedures” that would de-energize vulnerable equipment could be accomplished
under Presidential Executive Order using existing laws;25 this authority might be enhanced by
additional federal legislation. For emergency operating procedures to be effective, utilities
would be required to participate in nationwide exercises of a national system to de-energize
critical energy facilities upon tactical warning of "severe" GMDs. Energy facilities that meet
future FERC approved standards would be authorized to “operate through” severe geomagnetic
disturbances. Energy facilities that are not protected, and that are projected to pass through
harmful GICs to other critical equipment in the bulk power system could, under authority of the
President, be disconnected from the grid and de-energized. Long-term use of “operating
procedures” on a non-emergency basis would imply that the American public is protected
while, in reality, the disruption of “operating procedures” could be substantial; severe
economic losses and even widespread deaths could occur.
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The President has enumerated Article II Powers and specific statutory powers in event of an “energy supply
disruption.” Specifically, under Title 42 U.S.C. sec. 5195 (Public Law 93-288) the President has non-delegable
authority to order de-energizing of powerplants at onset of a severe solar geomagnetic storm. The President has
authority to prohibit any power plant or any other fuel burning installation from using natural gas or petroleum.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has authority, which it exercises in hurricanes or other emergencies, to
require de-energizing of nuclear power plants. Although the President has no specific authority to prohibit use of
coal-fueled power plants during a severe geomagnetic storm, under the Defense Production Act, as amended, the
President has authority to take temporary control of these and other facilities. See Appendix 4 of these Comments
for further discussion.
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If FERC were to require prompt updating of a FERC-managed database to support Presidential
decision-making in event of a severe geomagnetic storm, data from this federal system should,
by regulations, be accessible to insurance and reinsurance companies serving the electric utility
industry. Public utilities that have invested in equipment to protect critical electric facilities and
regional transmission systems connected to these facilities might be eligible for insurance
premium discounts. Electric utilities that insist upon the functionality of “operating
procedures” might be subject to higher premiums. In this manner, the insurance industry could
protect the capital equipment of insureds, protect public safety, and educate their clients on
prudential business practices. The insurance industry, with fuller disclosure by utilities and
facilities, plant by plant, could harness market forces to improve grid reliability. This, in turn,
would relieve FERC Staff and Commissioners from bearing the full weight of needed reforms.
“Operating procedures” as currently used by few utilities mostly in the Northeast U.S. are
premised on increasing reserve reactive power and/or decreasing load from electric utility
customers to prevent system instability and transformer damage. These “operating
procedures” are untested in severe storms and a potentially ineffective method of preventing
critical equipment damage and widespread blackout. The only truly effective “operating
procedures” would be proactively de-energizing all vulnerable equipment.

4.1 Currently Used Operating Procedures Have Unclear Goals
While “operating procedures” are in place at several Northeast U.S. utilities, under questioning
at GMD Task Force meetings, utility engineers could not clearly state the goals of “operating
procedures.” On one hand, “operating procedures” could increase reactive power reserves to
keep the electric grid operating for as long as possible during solar storms—until catastrophic
collapse in a severe storm. One the other hand, “operating procedures” could shed load and
therefore protect vulnerable transformers from overheating. Keeping the grid operating for the
maximum number of customers is a goal that is inconsistent with the goal of shedding load to
protect vulnerable equipment, thereby minimizing the recovery periods to reconstitute a
functioning bulk power system. The lack of clearly stated goals shows that currently used
“operating procedures” may be of marginal effectiveness.
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4.2 “Operating Procedures” Have Not Been Tested or Simulated Under Severe
Storm Conditions
Currently used “operating procedures” are a hypothetical solution against an unrealized threat.
Because a solar storm of magnitude similar to the 1859 Carrington Event or 1921 Railroad
Storm has not occurred when “operating procedures” have been in effect, they are untested in
real-world conditions. Nearly every major electric transmission operator has a software-based
“state estimator” to determine the effects of equipment failures on their grid. While some
transmission operators may have simulated “operating procedures” under conditions of severe
solar storms, none has made the results public. Use of “operating procedures” without advance
study and mathematical modeling may result in grid instability and/or equipment damage; any
advance simulations of “operating procedures” to protect against solar storms should be
publicly examined and validated. Without mathematical modeling, the feasibility and
effectiveness of “operating procedures” is completely unknown.

4.3 Key Elements of “Operating Procedures” Have Not Been Made Public
A representative of ABB, the world’s largest transformer manufacturer, disclosed to the GMD
Task Force that his company has supplied graphical curves to electric utilities showing the
amount of “load reduction” that would be required to prevent solar storm damage to
vulnerable transformers. When the electric grid has little spare generation or transmission
capacity, “load reduction” is simply a euphemism for brownouts or rolling blackouts. Because
the transformer “load reduction” curves are not published or publicly available, it is not
possible to accurately judge how many utility customers might be deprived of power. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) records for nuclear power plants show power reductions of up to
35% during minor solar storms.

4.4 “Operating Procedures” Depend upon Unreliable Space Weather
Forecasting
Terrestrial weather forecasts, supported by an extensive system of satellites and ground
observation sites, are often unreliable. In comparison, space weather forecasting is an infant
science. In addition to uncertainty about whether a solar storm will directly impact the earth or
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pass nearby harmlessly, there is no precise method of predicting damaging currents induced in
power grids. Millions of customers could have their power shut off due to forecasts that
ultimately prove to be wrong. Alternatively, an unpredicted solar storm could hit the earth and
cause widespread electric grid damage and blackouts.

4.5 Warning Time of Space Weather Forecasting Is Insufficient
Accurate space weather forecasting depends on a satellite stationed at the L1 position between
the sun and earth. Depending on the exact speed of Coronal Mass Ejections from the sun, the
maximum warning time from an L1 satellite would be between 10 and 60 minutes. Within this
very short time period, electric utilities would have to make critical decisions about shutting off
power to millions of customers. After the 1989 Hydro-Quebec blackout caused by a solar storm,
the North American Reliability Corporation published a “NERC Position Statement on Solar
Magnetic Disturbance Forecasting.” This statement reads, “With the current activity on the sun
projected to continue well into the 1990s, NERC believes that a forecasting procedure to
provide at least a one hour notice and accuracy of at least 90% is required. This security margin
will allow sufficient time to implement special operating procedures.” As of the current date,
these NERC-recognized conditions to allow effective “operating procedures” are still unmet.
Moreover, because there is no cost-effective or technically feasible way of permanently
positioning a satellite between the earth and sun, except at the L1 position, an accurate
forecast of at least one hour is not possible.

4.6 No Reliable Infrastructure for Space Weather Forecasting
Space weather forecasting depends on only a few satellites stationed millions of miles from
earth. These satellites could malfunction at any time and have no immediate replacement. The
critical Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) satellite stationed at the L1 position between the
earth and sun is past its designed operational life and has no planned replacement. Sensors on
the satellite have malfunctioned during past solar storms. Fuel for the ACE satellite is running
low and is being carefully conserved. ACE satellite fuel conservation procedures cause
significant periods of radio blackout due to interference from the sun. The ACE satellite is
currently a single point of failure for accurate space weather forecasting. While space weather
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forecasting has many valuable uses and ACE replacement satellites should receive future
funding, forecasting cannot be solely relied upon for electric grid protection.

4.7 Rapid Load Reduction Is Likely to Cause System Instability
Recent events have demonstrated that interconnected electric grids can be extremely sensitive
to minor disturbances. In 2003, a tree branch contacted a transmission line in Ohio, causing a
blackout through much of the northeastern United States and Canada. In 2011, a technician in
an Arizona substation threw a switch that caused a blackout in Arizona, Baja Mexico, and
Southern California. Common sense would allow even laypeople to conclude that “operating
procedures” dictating turn-off of millions of customers and dozens of power generation
facilities within minutes are likely to have unpredictable consequences, including widespread
blackouts. Moreover, insurance executives at a June 2012 conference in London have pointed
out strong incentives for utility executives not to exercise “operating procedures” that
intentionally black out customers: an intentional act other than one executed in response to
intervening government order would void insurance coverage under most insurance contracts.
So the most important “operating procedures” might be better characterized as “inoperable”
procedures that will not be utilized when most needed.

4.8 Effective “Operating Procedures” Could Require Grid Shutdown
The true parameters of electric utility operating procedures and their effectiveness in
countering transformer damage have not been publicly disclosed. On July 15, 2000 a moderate
solar storm hit the Hope Creek nuclear plant in New Jersey. NRC records disclose the reactor
was operating at only 55% power; nonetheless, a main power transformer was impacted
shortly after the storm and was taken off-line. In 2003 a Special Agent of the NRC interviewed a
worker at the Hope Creek nuclear plant about safety issues. The worker stated, “And we have
three main transformers. One is a very good one that we replaced just a couple years ago, and
the other two are very old, and they're susceptible to electromagnetic disturbances and are not
very good transformers.” The worker continued, “…it's an operational risk that we assume by
having those transformers in place. We know there may be times where the solar conditions
are such that will have to back the units down, and if it gets real bad, we'll have to shut the
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units down altogether.” (Emphasis added.) Shutting down hundreds of vulnerable transformers
under extreme solar storm conditions would be essentially the same as shutting down the
electric grid.

4.9 Electric Grid Blackstart Procedures Are Risky and Unproven
None of the three United States electric grids has ever been deliberately shut down and there is
no assurance that power could be expeditiously restored though blackstart procedures without
depending upon neighboring unaffected portions of the United States or interconnected power
grid. Grid blackstart depends on telecommunications infrastructure and telecommunications
infrastructure which in turn depends on the grid power. Battery backup for telecommunications
is limited to only a few days. Blackstart procedures have never been tested when the entirety of
the United States grid system has been shut down.
We entirely agree with the statement in the NOPR, “Since there could be potential equipment
damage resulting from a GMD event, the proposed Reliability Standards should also address
operational procedures for restoring GMD-impacted portions of the Bulk-Power System that
take into account the potential for equipment that is damaged or out-of-service for an
extended period of time.”

4.10 Cost-Effective Alternatives to “Operating Procedures” Exist
Hardware-based protection against grid damage from solar storms can be readily installed,
including current “blocking devices” for high voltage transformers. In 2010 the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory released the report “Electromagnetic Pulse: Effects on the U.S. Power
Grid.” The report concluded, “Naturally occurring EMPs are produced as part of the normal
cyclical activity of the sun...the average yearly cost of installing equipment to mitigate an EMP
event is estimated at less than 20 cents per year for the average residential customer.”
Hardware-based protection would work without time-consuming human intervention, would
not be reliant on space weather forecasts, and would have distributed redundancy instead of
depending on single pieces of equipment.
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4.11 Reliance on “Operating Procedures” Imposes Large Losses on Ratepayers
Each day of reduced generation power because of forecasted solar activity is a potential
revenue loss that ultimately can affect utility ratepayers. For example, power reductions at the
Hope Creek and Salem nuclear plants during moderate solar storms have typically been in the
range of 20%-35%, which correspond to non-trivial revenue losses. When transformers without
hardware-based protection do not have power reduced during solar storms, large transformers
are at increased risk of failure, both during solar storms and in subsequent years. Multiple
reports in the SEC Edgar database show losses in excess of $10 million for transformer failures
at power plants when lost revenue, transformer replacement costs, and associated equipment
damage is considered. The “downrating” of electric generation during only moderate level
geomagnetic disturbances can result in far greater revenue losses than the modest capital costs
of neutral ground blocking devices.26

4.12 Summary Conclusions Regarding “Operating Procedures”
Currently-used operating procedures are likely to have limited usefulness in protecting hard-toreplace equipment, especially during severe solar storms. In contrast, operational procedures
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Seabrook Station 1, situated on a salt marsh in coastal New Hampshire, is illustrative of revenue losses due to
operation of a 345 kV GSU transformer without neutral grounding equipment. In November 1998 the GSU
transformer and all electric generation were offline for 12 days following a moderate-level geomagnetic storm
damaging Phase A of the GSU transformer.
During a recent geomagnetic storm, on July 16, 2012 Seabrook operators downrated electric generation from 85
percent (due to a continuing stator cooling problem) to 68 percent “due to solar magnetic activity causing high
circulating current” per NRC daily report, July 16, 2012.
NextEra Energy’s Form 10-Q filing with the Securities and Exchange Commission for September 30, 2012
attributes a decrease of $24 million in revenues to reduced generation at Seabrook station for the first nine
months of year 2012. This financial report did not partition the losses between the primary cause (damage and
delayed opportunity to replace stator cooling equipment) and a secondary cause (susceptibility to GICs at this endof-the-line facility). If just 2.3 percent of reduced generation revenue of $24 million was attributable to reduced
generation because of geomagnetic induced currents, neutral blocking equipment for all four Seabrook 345 kV
transformers would have repaid its entire cost, including installation charges, in just the first nine months of year
2012. GIC-protective costs for this facility are assumed to be $250,000 to protect the single 345 kV GSU
transformer, plus $250,000 to protect three switchyard transformers that achieve scale economies using just a
single neutral grounding system., plus $50,000 of installation costs. The benefit includes protecting these
transformers and blocking GICs from entering three 345 kV transmission lines. Protection of the switchyard
transformers from GICs may be necessary to prevent entry of GICs into the high voltage transmission system,
sometimes known as the “Whack-A-Mole” problem, whereby GICs blocked at one entry site might enter the grid at
another nearby site.
For use of a single neutral blocking device to protect multiple transformers, see the Emprimus Comments filed in
Docket, RM12-22-000, section on costs at p. 11.
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that would de-energize vulnerable equipment are likely to be successful, but at great risk and
economic cost, if directed by the President before impacts of a severe solar storm. While deenergizing equipment and selective grid shutdown could be accomplished under existing law
using a Presidential Executive Order, more effective operational procedures would require
enhancement of Presidential authority by additional legislation and practice drills by both
electric utilities and off-grid operators of backup power equipment.

5. GMD Causes Multiple Failure Modes
GMD can cause multiple initiating events in the Bulk Power System, including but not limited to
harmonic production and associated relay tripping, reactive power consumption and associated
voltage collapse, transformer overheating and premature failure (with attendant chance of fire
and/or explosion), circuit breaker malfunction, equipment vibration, and loss of GPS signaling
for synchro phasor operation. In turn, these initiating events can cause system instability,
uncontrolled separation, and cascading failures. In addition there is the potential for long-term
damage to hard-to-replace equipment. Any reliability standards must address all probable
failure modes caused by GMD; utilities should not be allowed to address merely transformer
overheating from GIC.

6. GMD-Induced Failures May Occur After Solar Storms
It is a fallacy to conclude that GMD-induced failures do not occur because few failures of
transformers and other equipment have occurred during solar storms. GIC shortens life of
transformers, but does not necessarily result in immediate failure. Indeed, without protective
measures, the United States may “ride out” a solar storm, only to experience transformer
failures, load shedding, and even outright grid collapse in the days or months following a storm.

7. Mathematical Modeling of Protective Measures Is Essential
The safety of the American public cannot depend on engineering intuition alone. Increasingly,
grid modeling tools incorporating GIC capability are becoming commercially available. A
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necessary component of any “operating procedures” should be mathematical modeling in
advance. Likewise the placement and operation of any series capacitors or neutral ground
blocking equipment should be mathematically modeled in advance of installation. To prevent
layering of rosy assumptions, mathematical models, including key assumptions, should be
subject to external review and audit.

8. Uniform Performance-Based Standards Should Be Required
Reliability standards for geomagnetic disturbance should be uniform and unambiguous.
Standards should not allow broad loopholes for “age, condition, technical specifications, or
location of equipment,” as the current draft of the NOPR would permit.

8.1 Age and Condition of Equipment
Considerations for age and condition of equipment are irrelevant factors for the protection of
the public. Whether a new or old transformer fails under GIC conditions, the resulting grid
outage will have the same effect. If age and condition of equipment are allowable factors in a
reliability standard, it is likely that NERC and the electric utility industry will seek to
“grandfather-in” old equipment, much as property owners seek to grandfather substandard
dwellings when confronted with newer and safer fire codes. “Grandfather” clauses may be
understandable when an entire building must be demolished to achieve compliance, but the
electric grid can be cost-effectively protected with ancillary hardware. Accordingly, there should
be no reliability standard exceptions for age and condition of equipment.

8.2 Technical Specifications
A “technical specifications” loophole could allow electric utilities to claim their equipment is
GIC-resistant, while in reality the equipment could fail, produce harmonics, or consume reactive
power under GIC conditions. An example would be the specification of single phase
transformers vs. three phase transformers—with three phase transformers purportedly more
resistant to GIC. Without actual testing of deployed transformer designs, assertions of greater
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GIC resistance are speculative. Reports of a recent test of a three phase transformer at Idaho
National Laboratory show that three phase transformers are also vulnerable to GIC.

8.3 Location of Equipment
Most importantly, electric utilities should not be given exemptions to geomagnetic disturbance
reliability standards solely because of “location of equipment,” including the factors of latitude,
local ground resistivity, depth-based ground conductivity profiles, and proximity to bodies of
water. Modeling of GIC flows is a primitive science, based on poorly understood factors.
Engineers might have greater scientific understanding if utilities had instrumented their
networks for GIC flows and then publicly released data. Unfortunately, utilities have done the
opposite—GIC monitors are rarely installed and the rare GIC readings taken have been
concealed using interlocking confidentiality agreements within the SUNBURST consortium.
Because electric utilities have not diligently taken GIC readings and released the data publicly,
they should forfeit any automatic exemption to GMD reliability standards based solely on
location of equipment, including latitude.
The operational response of nuclear power plants, as documented in Power Reactor Status
Reports available on the NRC website, has not been consistent with the thesis that low-latitude
generators or transmission operators should be given blanket exemption to GMD reliability
standards. On October 30, 2003, the Salem 1 and Hope Creek nuclear plants in New Jersey
reported "REDUCED POWER DUE TO SOLAR MAGNETIC DISTURBANCES." On the same day, the
Arkansas 1 and 2 nuclear plants reported "HOLDING OFF ON SWITCHYARD MAINTENANCE FOR
SOLAR FLARE RESPONSE" and the Palo Verde 1 and 3 nuclear plants in Arizona reported "T-HOT
LIMITED TAKING EXTRA READINGS ON PLANT COMPUTER DUE TO SOLAR FLARE RESPONSE."
River Bend 1 nuclear plant in Louisiana reported "NO D/G OR RELAY TESTING DUE TO SOLAR
FLARE RESPONSE." Notably, the Arkansas, Palo Verde, and River Bend plants are all in the
southern United States.
Multiple peer-reviewed articles describe substantial effects of naturally-caused GIC even at low
or mid-latitudes. These articles include “Space Weather and the Vulnerability of Electric Power
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Grids, in Effects of Space Weather on Technology Infrastructure,”27 “Storm sudden
commencement events and the associated geomagnetically induced current risks to groundbased systems at low-latitude and mid-latitude locations,”28 “Transformer failures in regions
incorrectly considered to have low GIC-risk”29 and “Geomagnetically Induced Currents at MidLatitudes.”30
GIC from geomagnetic disturbance caused by nuclear electromagnetic pulse is greater at low
latitudes. In contrast, GIC from geomagnetic disturbance caused by solar storms is greater at
high latitudes. A uniform protection standard, regardless of equipment latitude, would protect
against both sources of geomagnetic disturbance.
Based on developing knowledge of natural GMD effects at low latitudes—as evidenced by peerreviewed literature—and operational response of nuclear power plants at low latitudes, it
would be imprudent for the FERC commissioners to allow automatic exemptions based solely
on latitude. Docket comments dismissing the risk of low-latitude GIC outright should be given
little weight by the FERC commissioners.31

8.4 Effect of Blanket Exemptions
If the FERC commissioners allow rulemaking to proceed with unwarranted considerations for
“age, condition, technical specifications, or location of equipment,” an entirely predictable
sequence of events is likely to occur. First, standards setting will be a long and drawn-out
27

Kappenman, J.G., Chapter 14 - Space Weather and the Vulnerability of Electric Power Grids, in Effects of Space
Weather on Technology Infrastructure, edited by I. A. Daglis, Kluwer Acad., Norwell, Mass., Vol 176, 2004, pages
257-286.
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Kappenman, J.G., “Storm sudden commencement events and the associated geomagnetically induced current
risks to ground-based systems at low-latitude and mid-latitude locations, “SPACE WEATHER, VOL. 1, NO. 3, 1016,
2003.
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Gaunt, C.T. and Coetzee, G., "Transformer failures in regions incorrectly considered to have low GIC-risk," Power
Tech Conference, 2007 IEEE Lausanne, 1-5 July 2007, Dept. of Electr. Eng., Univ. of Cape Town, Cape Town, Page(s):
807- 812.
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Koen, J. and C.T. Gaunt, Geomagnetically Induced Currents At Mid-Latitudes, Department of Electrical
Engineering, University of Cape Town, South Africa.
31
Southerly latitudes are more vulnerable than northern latitudes to elevated geomagnetic disturbances from high
altitude EMP bursts, resulting in long line voltage surges. Hence, it would be foolhardy to exempt lower-latitude
utility companies from protective standards. A rationale for “all hazards” threat analysis is summarized in
Comment Section 13 below.
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process, as utilities seek to insert the maximum number of exemptions into the reliability
standards. Second, once the reliability standards are set, utilities will go to great lengths to
qualify for one of the exemptions, first claiming exemption based solely on latitude and using
no mathematical modeling whatsoever, and as a backup plan using “GIC assessments.” A
cottage industry of technical consultants will emerge to provide “on demand” GIC assessments
that incorporate multiple rosy assumptions and conclude that no action is required other than
vague “operational procedures.” (Already a mantra is developing in the industry: “You do an
assessment, you show that your equipment would not be impacted by GIC, and then you’re
done.”) External audit and public review of GIC assessments will be prevented using
confidentiality agreements and the ever-useful excuse of “Critical Energy Infrastructure
Information.” Lastly, when a large solar storm hits electric utility networks exempted from the
standards, utilities will claim immunity from liability claims because they conformed to a
government-approved standard. The FERC commissioners should not be complicit in standards
ridden with loopholes that will not protect the American public.
One can easily foresee that mitigation using a system of confidential GIC assessments might be
ultimately limited to a few locations in the Northeast with high vulnerability; for example, the
Salem/Hope Creek nuclear plants, the Meadowbrook substation next to the Alleghany
Mountains, and the Seabrook nuclear power plant on the coast of New Hampshire.

8.5 Clear and Understandable Standards
The most clear and understandable standards would be performance-based; for example,
utilities must protect all bulk power equipment from the effects of GIC up to the maximum
amperage expected in a severe solar storm, the maximum amperage being a reasonable
multiple of observed GIC readings in smaller storms, including a safety factor. A reasonable
elaboration might include induced voltage per kilometer in transmission lines. The standard
could be quickly set, would not require time-consuming and subjective modeling, and would
give operators a clear goal for compliance. Operators have little expertise in measurements of
geomagnetic disturbance in nanoTeslas/minute, ground conductance modeling using finite
element analysis, full solutions of Maxwell’s equations, statistical frequencies of solar storm
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incidence and duration, etc. Instead, operators need a reliability standard in units and
terminology they can readily understand and use: amps and volts.

9. Testing of GIC Withstand Should Be Required
Participants in the GMD Task Force have been repeatedly told by transformer engineers that
“shell form” transformers are especially vulnerable to GIC. Now comes Mitsubishi Electric with
its comment in Docket RM12-22-000:

The lives of millions of Americans cannot depend on the subjective, unconfirmed, and
conflicting judgments of engineers in the employ of transformer vendors. Even when technical
specifications for GIC withstand conform to standards developed under the ANSI system, if the
specifications have not been tested, they should not be relied upon for public safety.

10. Cost Recovery Should Be Allowed
At the April 30, 2012 Staff Technical Review Conference, Mr. Naumann on behalf of the Edison
Electric Institute emphasized the need for FERC to provide cost-recovery mechanisms if public
policy favored accelerated hardware protections of the electric grid. Our Foundation endorses
the development of standards that are not merely technically-sound but also standards that are
designed to validate and simplify cost-recovery mechanisms.
If an entity participates in the bulk power system, and that entity purchases equipment
designed to improve the reliability of the bulk power system, and if that equipment meets
NERC-proposed, FERC-approved standards, that equipment should be eligible for cost-recovery.
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What if an entity operating a generation station purchases separate neutral ground blocking
equipment that both protects its own transformers and filters out downstream geomagnetically
induced currents? While the bulk of generation equipment is not to be regulated by FERC,
specialized GMD-protective equipment that produces downstream benefits should be eligible
for cost-recovery. This equipment is part of the bulk power system that FERC regulates for
reliability purposes. Whether the basis for recovery is enhanced reliability, or reduced
downstream congestion or VAR power consumption, in either case the equipment should be
eligible for cost-recovery.
What about operating procedures that improve the resilience of a generation facility’s plant
equipment and operations? Here the Commission needs to distinguish a benefit to the
(unregulated) generation entity from a potential (but missing) benefit to other transmission
facility participants.
The Emprimus comments filed in this Docket explain that some hardware-protective equipment
does more than protect the immediate hardware to which the neutral ground equipment is
attached. Emprimus asserts, based upon field testing and PowerWorld modeling of network
GICs, that by filtering out GICs that would otherwise enter the extra high voltage transmission
system, the overall network is more robust. They assert that as the number of transformers
with hardware protection from GICs rises, the overall resilience of the grid improves as well. In
particular, Emprimus asserts:
“Recent simulations by PowerWorld show significant increases allowable in field
strength for increased number of neutral blocking devices. Specifically, the results show
for a typical Bulk-Power System grid configuration: Grid voltages occur at 21.1 V/km
(E-W)”
But with 10 neutral blocking devices the voltage collapse thresholds increased an
estimated 26 percent to 26.5 V/km (E-W). With 25 neutral blocking devices, collapse
thresholds increased by an estimated 29 percent to 27.2 V/km (E-W).
In this example, if validated independently, an investor in protective equipment benefits other
grid equipment and overall system reliability. For equipment that increases reliability of the
regional grid, by increasing the induced voltage threshold at which equipment is likely to fail,
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criteria for cost recovery should be established to encourage investments in protective
equipment.
In contrast, if the operator of a generation or transmission system claims to have operating
procedures that make that operator’s equipment more reliable, this should not be a basis to
obtain recovery from other market participants. The system operator is just protecting its own
equipment and not enhancing the reliability of the overall grid. No GICs are being removed
from the bulk transmission system.32 No downstream congestion is being averted.
If there are significant benefits to the reliability of the system overall, or financial benefits
accruing to counterparties in market trades, then cost recovery should be established. The
overall goal should be to enhance system reliability without unjust enrichment.
Finally, what about cost recovery for protections that go beyond the geomagnetic disturbance
protections contemplated in the current NOPR? For example, protection against E1 threats
from nuclear electromagnetic pulse and non-nuclear intentional electromagnetic interference?
In these cases, market incentives for not only cost recovery, but profit generation might be
established by FERC or appropriate legislation. Some customers—for example, military bases—
might be willing to pay substantially higher rates for E1-protected grid power. Currently utilities
are penalized for reliability shortfalls, but rarely compensated for reliability enhancements. The
inducement of additional profit would undoubted spur industry innovation and may also
reduce resistance to reliability standards designed to protect national security.
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Note that Comments in this docket submitted by Exelon Corporation assert, at page 11 of their submission, that
the use of blocking devices “while blocking or reducing GICs on transformers to which they are connected, will
increase the GIC loading on other transformers." [citing the NERC Interim Report on GMD of February 2012]. In
contrast, Emprimus reports in its filing in this same Docket that PowerWorld modeling shows an overall increase in
the robustness of regional transformers as additional blocking devices are installed. The NERC GMD Task Force,
which excluded public observers from participating in redrafting the last versions of its February 2012 NERC
Report, has failed to consider potential benefits of blocking GIC uptake from end-of-line sites with high saline
water bodies that may be an alternative medium by which to disperse GICs during severe geomagnetic storms.
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11. Database of Equipment Subject to GIC
Currently, there is no integrated federal database of equipment subject to GIC, including long
lead time and hard-to-replace EHV transformers. In anticipation of a severe GMD event, federal
authorities will lack information necessary to order de-energizing of vulnerable transformers.
Were damage to key transformers to occur, information will be lacking in order to manage
expeditious replacement. A federal database of equipment subject to GIC, including equipment
most at-risk for failure, needs to be a critical element of any GMD reliability standard.

12. Mandatory and Public Event Monitoring and Failure Reporting
Other critical infrastructure that can cause accidents and deaths includes air transport, rail
transport, automobile and truck transport, and gas pipelines. Increasingly, these critical
infrastructures are subject to federal regulations that require event recording of operations
(“blackboxes”); mandatory failure, accident or incident reporting; and public disclosure of these
reports. Some examples follow:
Train event recorders:
49 CFR 229.135 - Event recorders.
Title 49: Transportation
Subtitle B: Other Regulations Relating to Transportation (Continued)
CHAPTER II: FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
PART 229: RAILROAD LOCOMOTIVE SAFETY STANDARDS
Subpart C: Safety Requirements: Cabs and Cab Equipment
229.135 - Event recorders.
(a) Duty to equip and record. Except as provided in paragraphs (c) and (d) of this section,
a train operated faster than 30 miles per hour shall have an in-service event recorder…
Aircraft event recorders:
14 CFR 125.226 - Digital flight data recorders.
§ 125.226
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Digital flight data recorders.
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (l) of this section, no person may operate under this
part a turbine-engine-powered transport category airplane unless it is equipped with one
or more approved flight recorders that use a digital method of recording and storing data
and a method of readily retrieving that data from the storage medium.
Automobile event recorders:
49 CFR 563.1 - Scope.
§ 563.1
Scope.
This part specifies uniform, national requirements for vehicles equipped with event data
recorders (EDRs) concerning the collection, storage, and retrievability of onboard motor
vehicle crash event data. It also specifies requirements for vehicle manufacturers to make
tools and/or methods commercially available so that crash investigators and researchers
are able to retrieve data from EDRs.
Failure reporting for aircraft:
14 CFR 21.3 - Reporting of failures, malfunctions, and defects.
Title 14: Aeronautics and Space
CHAPTER I: FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION
SUBCHAPTER C: AIRCRAFT
PART 21: CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES FOR PRODUCTS AND PARTS
Subpart A: General
21.3 - Reporting of failures, malfunctions, and defects.
(a) Except as provided in paragraph (d) of this section, the holder of a Type Certificate
(including a Supplemental Type Certificate), a Parts Manufacturer Approval (PMA), or a
TSO authorization, or the licensee of a Type Certificate shall report any failure,
malfunction, or defect in any product, part, process, or article manufactured by it that it
determines has resulted in any of the occurrences listed in paragraph (c) of this section.
Accident and incident notification for gas pipelines:
Public Law 112–90, 112th CongressAn Act
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To amend title 49, United States Code, to provide for enhanced safety and environmental
protection in pipeline transportation, to provide for enhanced reliability in the
transportation of the Nation’s energy products by pipeline, and for other purposes…
SEC. 9. ACCIDENT AND INCIDENT NOTIFICATION.
(a) REVISION OF REGULATIONS.—Not later than 18 months after the date of
enactment of this Act, the Secretary of Transportation shall revise regulations issued
under sections 191.5 and 195.52 of title 49, Code of Federal Regulations, to establish
specific time limits for telephonic or electronic notice of accidents and incidents
involving pipeline facilities to the Secretary and the National Response Center.
Accident and incident data on FAA website:
FAA Home »Data & Research »Accident & Incident Data
Review preliminary accident data
Read final accident data
Look up airline on-time statistics
Search airport data
Research DOT airline data & statistics
Accident & Incident Data
Reports
Preliminary Data
Final Data
Commercial Air Carrier Fatalities
Search Aviation Accident Reports
Office of Accident Investigation & Prevention
Investigation Policies & Forms
Aviation Safety Information Analysis and Sharing (ASIAS)
Runway Incursion Data and Research
Air Traffic Control Tapes
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The deaths from a widespread and long-term grid outage after severe solar storm would not be
in the hundreds, as for transportation accidents, but would likely be in the millions. In order to
better understand GMD impacts and prevent catastrophe, it is imperative that “blackbox”
event recorders be required for bulk power system assets, especially EHV transformers. Failure,
accident, and incident reporting should be mandatory and publicly releasable. Non-disclosure
using the excuse of “Critical Energy Infrastructure Information” (CEII) should not be permitted
for Bulk Power System assets that may be affected by GMD.
When a Generator Step Up transformer catches fire at a nuclear power plant, this information
is publicly reported as a Licensee Event Report, but the same failure is kept confidential in the
GADS database at NERC. CEII as a catch-all for non-disclosure has prevented public
understanding of GMD risks to transformers; any GMD reliability standard should remedy this
situation.33

13. Benefits of All-Hazards GMD/E3 Protection
The FERC Notice of Proposed Rulemaking for Geomagnetic Disturbances addresses all sources
of geomagnetic disturbances. Why is this beneficial? First, an “all hazards” approach is
preferable because the mitigation measures for man-made GMD and for solar-storm GMD are
generally the same, hence there are economies of scale and what economists would call a
“joint product.” Both high altitude EMP, derived from multi-stage thermonuclear weapons, and
severe solar geomagnetic storms produce waves of energy that long line systems, and
especially low-resistance long line systems transmit. The magnitude and rate of change of the
delayed GICs are generally greater with man-made E3 than with solar storm E3. But the same
protective equipment works for both. There are economies in protecting against both hazards
concurrently. This is one of the two principal reasons to design for the combined solar
GMD/EMP E3 threat rather than to mitigate each, separately.

33

For an example of a Licensee Event Report involving a transformer fire at the Indian Point 3 nuclear plant, see
Adams Accession ML071620122 at NRC.gov; for a summary of transformer failures at nuclear plants see
ML090540218.
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The second primary reason to design, model, and set reliability standards for the combination
of man-made and solar-derived geomagnetic disturbances is the geographic asymmetries of the
two threats.
As many of the comments in Docket RM12-22-000 emphasize, the majority of the FERCjurisdictional electric utilities are of the firm belief, or at least hope, that the only hazards
relating to solar geomagnetic storms affect only their sister utilities to the north. While the
existing models of solar storms demonstrate higher probabilities of intense GMD events at
higher latitude, even the more southern electric facilities would have significant exposure to
severe solar geomagnetic storms.
If the FERC Commissioners and Staff insist upon threat modeling, mitigation modeling, and
standards development for the combined all-hazards GMD/E3 requirements, these southernbased utilities will soon discover that they are at greater risk of man-made E3 disturbances than
their sisters to the north.
The Compton Effect provides an explanation for peak intensities of E3 voltage surges further
towards the equator than the direct downward epicenter on earth. A high altitude nuclear
weapon might be launched from a barge off either the Atlantic or Pacific Coasts or the Gulf of
Mexico. Relative to the possible locus of explosion and the modeling of energy intensity, the
more southern latitudes are as exposed and often more exposed than facilities to the north. By
adopting the “all hazards” approach to protect the bulk power system, FERC can accelerate the
recognition that all jurisdictional utilities need to participate, and that common standards will
apply to all, based not on geographic location but on functional requirement.

14. Benefits of All-Hazards E1 Protection
Many utility executives consider that their facilities already have adequate E1 protection,
because they have surge protectors to protect equipment from lightning strikes. The recent
EPRI summary on Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP), Electromagnetic Pulses (EMPS) and the Power
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Grid (September 2012), notes “The rapid, energetic impulse easily overwhelms traditional surge
protection used to prevent damage from lightning strikes or sudden line voltage fluctuations.”
As Dr. George Baker explains in the parallel filing by InfraGuard, in this same docket, the same
varistors that are used as commercial lightning surge protectors can be reconfigured to provide
the greater protection needed to cope with E1 pulses, which arrive in a few nanoseconds. The
exact location of the varistors is of considerable importance because of the short arrival times
of E1 pulses. It would be reasonable to require standards of protection for all E1 threats,
because the protective technology is similar and because the incremental costs are modest.
Protecting high voltage transformers from E1 surges is important, practical, and not particularly
expensive.
Since the current NOPR does not address E1 hazards, the need for protection might be deferred
until a Safeguards Program is developed to reduce risks of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty,
if not accompanied by self-help measures. The E1 hazards might be considered as part of a
Safeguards Program, perhaps late in the year 2013. Other equipment than transformers would
require protection as well. Preliminary assessments might be better reserved to the
Departments of Defense and Energy. By taking an “all hazards” approach, common remedies
for the various threats will not be overlooked. Notably, our Foundation is not alone in
recommending all-hazards electromagnetic pulse protection. In 2011, the National Association
of Regulatory Utility Commissioners passed a resolution recommending protection against both
natural and man-made EMP.34

15. Concluding Observations
The Foundation for Resilient Societies encourages the FERC Commissioners and Staff to
proceed on an expedited track to achieve NERC standards that meet future needs, and
encourage cost-recovery for appropriate investments.

34

NARUC "Resolution Supporting Protection of Utility Infrastructure Against Electromagnetic Pulse Effects," dated
July 20, 2011.
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Multiple commentators in this docket recommend that FERC await months or years of
additional study by NERC before proceeding to standard-setting. Neither FERC nor the society
that FERC must protect can afford this leisurely pace.
As John Kappenman has remarked, we are playing Russian roulette with the sun, and,
unprotected, we know the sun will win. A solar maxima approaches, and we are still
unprepared for a severe solar storm.
Similarly, government decision-makers globally are at a crossroads: will it be nuclear arms
control or nuclear proliferation, again? This Commission has an historic opportunity to reduce
the incentives to acquire nuclear weapons, or worse, to use them, because our grid is
protectable, and because our nation can set a model for others. Protecting against
geomagnetic disturbances of any origin is a prudent and necessary policy. Time is of the
essence.
Respectfully submitted by:

Thomas S. Popik, Chairman, and
William R. Harris, Secretary, for the
Foundation for Resilient Societies
52 Technology Way
Nashua, NH 03060-3245
www.resilientsocieties.org
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Appendix 1 NRC Notice of Consideration on Docket PRM-50-96
Link to Original PDF: [Federal Register Volume 77, Number 243 (Tuesday, December 18, 2012)]
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Appendix 2 Letter from Dr. George Baker
George H. Baker III, Ph.D.
3305 Hemlock Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

18 December 2012

FERC Commissioners
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Office of Electric Reliability
888 First Street, NE
Washington, DC 20426

Subject: Comments on Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (“NOPR”), Docket No. RM12-22-000
Dear FERC Commissioners:
I enthusiastically applaud your decision to issue the subject Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. I am
especially impressed by your explicit requirement for physical protection of the grid to be part of the
rulemaking. You are to be commended for your long view of the threat to the North American electric
power grid in contrast to human tendency to focus on short-term interests. Industry is understandably
swayed by the familiar, the convenient, and the bottom line (like it or not, familiarity and profitability are
the touchstones of acceptability – strategic advantage goes to the acceptable). Notwithstanding the lure of
procedural solutions, the serious, existential consequences for our national life services and governance
argue for hard-pursuit of physical protection solutions advocated in your proposed rulemaking. It is not
just the survivability of our electric power infrastructure that is at stake; almost all of our critical
infrastructure services will cease should the power grid fail.
It is true that operational procedures will helpful in responding to severe GMD and EMP effects should
adequate advance warning be available. However, likely scenarios exist where warning times will be
short (minutes) or absent, neutering the efficacy of operational work-arounds. In addition, given the
economic loss and liabilities associated with industry-initiated load shedding procedures, utilities are and
will be understandably reluctant to execute such procedures. The fact that insurance policies do not cover
losses from human initiated load shedding weighs heavily in industry response decision-making here.
This reluctance was demonstrated during the August 2003 Northeast blackout.
I encourage you to address both EMP and GMD effects in the rulemaking process. Both EMP and solar
storm currents will damage transformers over large regions of the electric grid. These components are
expensive, have long lead times, are difficult to move and thus require months to years to replace.
Because of its broad-band nature, EMP will also cause failures of grid communication and SCADA
systems. Because EMP protection addresses both fast (E1) and slow (E3) GMD-like transients, EMP
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protection will also protect the grid against GMD effects. Since GMD protection addresses only slow
transients, the converse is not true.
By way of encouragement, we know how to physically protect systems against wide-area electromagnetic
effects. EMP protection has been implemented and standardized by DoD on a host of systems. Because
of their northerly latitudes, the electric industry in Great Britain, Canada, and the Scandinavian countries
have experienced severe solar storm GMD effects and have developed and proved effective
countermeasures.
Installation of blocking devices in the neutral-to-ground conductors of large electrical distribution
transformers will significantly reduce the probability of damage from solar storms and the slow E3
component of EMP. Transformer protection against E1 overvoltages is achievable by installing common
metal-oxide varistors (MOVs) on transformers from each phase to ground.
EMP protection methods for communication and control facilities have been developed and implemented
by DoD since the 1960s and are well documented (ref. MIL-STD-188-125-1, MIL-STD-188-125-2, MILHDBK-423). The identical methods are applicable for power grid communication and supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. Engineering approaches include use of shielded enclosures,
provision of backup power, standard grounding techniques, installation of overvoltage protection devices
and filters on penetrating conductors, and good cable management procedures. Costs for protecting the
power grid are a micro-fraction of the value of the systems and services and risk.
The House Committee investigating the response to Hurricane Katrina reflected on the 9/11
Commission’s finding that the most important failure was one of imagination, and found that the Katrina
disaster was caused essentially by a failure of initiative. Your Notice of Proposed Rulemaking exhibits
both imagination and initiative and is a crucial first step to spur action on the challenging effects of widearea electromagnetic effects on the North American Power Grid. My hope is that public-private
cooperation will prevail in developing low-risk hardware protection of our most critical infrastructure
system.
Sincerely,

George H. Baker III, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus, James Madison University
Principal Staff, Commission to Assess the Threat to the United States from Electromagnetic Pulse
Board of Directors, Foundation for Resilient Societies.
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Appendix 3 Presentation: EMP Knots Untied
EMP Knots Untied: Some Common Misconceptions about Nuclear EMP
George H. Baker
Professor Emeritus, James Madison University
Principal Staff, Congressional EMP Commission
Board of Directors, Foundation for Resilient Societies
The author was originally approached to make a presentation to the 2012 DuPont Summit on the
benefits of microgrids for mitigating the effects of EMP and solar storms. On reflection,
knowing the audience would be an exceptional mix of technical and policy leaders, he suggested
that it might be more a propos to lay to rest misconceptions regarding the EMP phenomenon, its
effects on systems and the consequences of those effects. The author is grateful that this topic
was accepted as part of the DuPont Summit agenda.
The author had no difficulty immediately listing a dozen misconceptions about EMP encountered
during discussions with both technical and policy experts, in press reports, on preparedness
websites, and even embedded in technical journals. Because many aspects of the EMP
generation physics and its effects are obscure and non-intuitive, misconceptions are inevitable.
The wide-area, ubiquitous effects of EMP and the numbers of systems potentially affected makes
it convenient to adopt misconceptions that avoid the need for action. Denying the seriousness of
the effect appears perfectly responsible to many stakeholder groups. On the other extreme,
doomsday hyperbole is also present in some camps.
Misconceptions representing over- and under-emphasizing hyperbole have served to deter action
in the past. Downplaying the threat places EMP preparedness on the back-burner compared to
other effects. Exaggeration of the threat causes policy-makers to dismiss arguments, ascribing
them to the “chicken-little” syndrome.
Given the allotted 15 minute Summit presentation time, the author has limited the present
discussion to his perceived highest priority misconceptions, or “EMP knots.”
1. EMP will burn out every exposed electronic system.
2. EMP effects will be very limited and only result in “nuisance” effects in critical
infrastructure systems.
3. Megaton class weapons are needed to cause any serious EMP effects – low yield, “entrylevel” weapons do not engender serious EMP effects.
4. To protect our critical national infrastructure would cost a large fraction of the GNP.
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5. Only late-time EMP (E3), not E1 will damage electric power grid transformers.
6. Long-haul fiber optic lines are invulnerable to EMP.
7. Ground burst EMP effects are limited to 2-5 km from a nuclear explosion where blast,
thermal and radiation effects dominate.

Misconception 1: EMP will burn out every exposed electronic system.

Based on DoD and Congressional EMP Commission’s EMP test data bases we
know that smaller self-contained systems that are not connected to long-lines tend not to be
affected by EMP fields. Examples of such systems include vehicles, hand-held radios, and
unconnected portable generators. If there is an effect on these systems, it is more often
temporary upset rather than component burnout.
On the other hand, threat-level EMP testing also reveals that systems connected to long lines are
highly vulnerable to component damage, necessitating repair or replacement. The strength of
EMP fields is measured in volts per meter. Thus, to first order, the longer the line, the more
EMP energy will be coupled into the system and the higher the probability of EMP damage.
Because of their organic long lines, the electrical power grid network and long-haul landline
communication systems are almost certain to experience component damage when exposed to
EMP with cascading effects to most other (dependent) infrastructure systems.
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Misconception 2: EMP effects will be very limited and cause only easily recoverable
“nuisance” type effects in critical infrastructure systems.

Although EMP does not affect every system, widespread failure of
limited numbers of systems, because the interdependency of failed and unaffected electronic
systems will cause large-scale cascading failures of critical infrastructure systems and system
networks. Paul Erdos’ “small world” network theory applies.35 The graph above illustrates that
the fraction of nodes in any network that are connected to single network node changes suddenly
when the average number of links per node exceeds one. This means a failed node, where the
average links per node is 2, will affect approximately 50% of the rest of the remaining network
nodes.
Also, for many systems, especially unmanned systems, upset is tantamount to permanent damage
– and may cause permanent damage due to control failures. Examples include:





Lockup of long-haul communication repeaters
Upset of remote pipeline pressure control SCADA systems
Upset of generator controls in electric power plants
Upset of machine process controllers in manuf. plants

Misconception 3: Megaton-class nuclear weapons are required to cause serious EMP effects.
“Entry-level,” kiloton-class weapons won’t produce serious effects.

35

Duncan Watts, Six Degrees: The Science of the Connected Age, 2004.
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Peak Field on
Ground, KV/meter

Peak Field on Ground, KV/meter

Due to a limiting
atmospheric saturation effect in the EMP generation process, low yield weapons altitude produce
peak E1 fields of the same order of magnitude as large yield weapons if they are detonated at
altitudes in the 50-80 km range. The advantage of high yield weapons is that their field on the
ground attenuated less significantly at larger heights of burst.
The first graph above illustrates that, for nominal weapons yields ranging from 3KT – 3MT ( a 3
order of magnitude difference in yield), exhibit a range of peak E1 fields on the ground of only a
factor of ~3, viz. 15 -50 KV/meter.
With respect to the late time (E3) EMP field, a 30 KT nuclear weapon above 100 km causes
geomagnetic disturbances as large as solar superstorms, but over smaller regions.
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The second graph above indicates that megavolt levels and kilovolt-level currents are induced in
long overhead lines by E1 from kiloton-class weapons.

Misconception 4: to protect our critical national infrastructure would cost a large fraction of
the U.S. Gross National Product.

765 KV Generator Step-Up Transformer

Of the 14 critical infrastructure sectors, EMP risk is
highest for electric power grid and telecommunications grid – attention to these infrastructures
alone would bring major benefits to national resiliency. These infrastructures are the most
vulnerable due to their organic long lines. And they are also the most critical to the operation
and recovery of the other critical infrastructure sectors. It is ironic that our most vulnerable
infrastructures are also the most vulnerable to EMP.
If we have to pick one infrastructure to protect, the top choice would be the electric power grid.
Grid operational behavior is binary – it fails fast and hard over large regions disabling most other
critical infrastructures. The grid is the most essential infrastructure for sustaining population
life-support services.
Some major grid components take months to replace – years if large numbers are damaged. The
primary example is high voltage transformers (an example unit is pictured in the figure
immediately above) which are known to irreparably fail during major solar storms and are thus
likely to fail during an EMP event. Protection of these large transformers will buy valuable time
in restoring the grid and the life-support services it enables.
The unit cost for HV transformer protection is estimated to be $250,000. The total number of
susceptible units range from 300 – 3000 (further assessment is required to establish an exact
number.) The requirement and cost for generator facility protection are still undetermined but
are likely to be in the same ballpark as transformer protection costs. The need for SCADA
system protection is moderated by the ready availability of replacement parts and the relative
ease of repair. Doing the math, the protection costs for heavy-duty grid components are in the
single digit billions of dollars – a small fraction of the value of losses should they fail.
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Amortized over twenty years, the protection costs amount to pennies per month for electricity
consumers.

Misconception 5: Only late-time EMP (E3), not E1, will damage electric power grid
transformers.

Oak Ridge National Laboratories
(ORNL) tests of 7.2 KV distribution transformers caused permanent damage to transformer
windings in seven of the twenty units tested. The failures were due to winding damage including
turn-to-turn flashover and primary-to-secondary flashover. The results are summarized in the
table above.36
As an important side-note, transformers with direct-mounted lightning surge arrestors were not
damaged during the tests. Similar tests of HV transformers are needed.

36

W. Radasky et al, The Early-Time (E1) High-Altitude Electromagnetic Pulse (HEMP) and Its Impact on the U.S.
Power Grid, Meta-R-320, Oak Ridge National Laboratories.
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Misconception 6: Optical fiber networks are not susceptible to EMP effects.

In general optical fiber networks are less susceptible than metallic line networks;
however fiber optic line driver and receiver boxes may fail in EMP/E1 environments. Long-haul
telecom and internet optical fiber repeaters power supplies are particularly vulnerable.
Terrestrial fiber-optic cable repeater amplifier power is provided by the electric power grid and
thus vulnerable to grid failure as well as direct EMP/E1 effects. Undersea cable repeater
amplifiers are vulnerable to EMP/E3 effects since, because of its low frequency content, E3
penetrates to large ocean depths.
On the plus side, line drivers/receivers and repeaters are relatively easy to protect using
shielding, aperture treatment, and power line filters and/or breakers.
Misconception 7: Ground burst EMP effects are limited to 2-5 kilometers from a nuclear
explosion in the region where blast, thermal and radiation effects dominate. Thus, ground
burst EMP is not a major threat.
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Ground bursts couple large currents to long lines running through the nuclear source region that
propagate tens of kilometers from the burst location. Destructive source region EMP (SREMP)
effects on power and communications infrastructure extend significantly beyond the blast,
thermal and radiation effects ranges. As shown in the figure, a nominal 10KT yield ground burst
delivers a 2,000 amp pulse lasting for several milliseconds on overhead power line at 20km. A 1
MT ground burst would deliver 150,000 amps at the same distance down the line.
Conclusion.

The seven EMP “knots” addressed here are common misconceptions and arguably the most
important to “untie.” There are others that should be addressed, but the present list, especially the
first four, are crucial to dispel because they have deterred efforts to achieve national
preparedness.
From a risk-based priority standpoint, the electric power grid is at the top of the list for EMP
protection.37 Hardening this infrastructure alone would have major benefits for national
resiliency, i.e. the ability to reconstitute and restart critical services. It is not just the
survivability of our electric power infrastructure that is at stake; almost all of our critical
infrastructure services will cease should the power grid fail.

37

G. H. Baker, "Risk-Based Critical Infrastructure Priorities for EMP and Solar Storms" Security Analysis and Risk
Management Association Newsletter, October 2011
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A major impediment to action has been that government and industry are (understandably)
swayed by the familiar, the convenient, and the bottom line. Like it or not, familiarity and
profitability are the touchstones of acceptability – strategic advantage goes to the acceptable.
Thus the tendency exists to downplay the likelihood of an EMP scenario and its associated
consequences (Misconception 2).
By way of encouragement, we know how to protect systems against EMP. EMP engineering
solutions have been implemented and standardized by DoD on a host of systems. In the case of
the national power grid, the installation of blocking devices in the neutral-to-ground conductors
of large electrical distribution transformers will significantly reduce the probability of damage
from slow E3 component of EMP and geomagnetic disturbances (GMDs) caused by solar
storms. Transformer protection against E1 overvoltages is achievable by installing common
metal-oxide varistors (MOVs) on transformers from each phase to ground. Costs for protecting
the power grid are a micro-fraction of the value of the systems and services and risk.
EMP protection methods for communication and control facilities have been developed and
implemented by DoD since the 1960s and are well documented (ref. MIL-STD-188-125-1, MILSTD-188-125-2, MIL-HDBK-423). Engineering approaches include use of shielded enclosures,
provision of backup power, standard grounding techniques, installation of overvoltage protection
devices and filters on penetrating conductors, and good cable management procedures.
Hopefully, this attempt to redress important and pervasive misconceptions concerning EMP will
help to spur action on the challenging effects of EMP and public-private cooperation will begin
and prevail in implementing low-risk EMP protection of our most critical infrastructure systems.
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Appendix 4 Legal Authority to Order Interruption of U.S. Generation

LEGAL AUTHORITY FOR THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATESTO ORDER INTERRUPTION OF U.S.
ELECTRIC GENERATION AND RELATED ELECTRIC GRID PROTECTIONS DURING A SEVERE SOLAR
GEOMAGNETIC STORM

William R. Harris
September 18, 2012

The President of the United States holds powers both enumerated and implied by
Article II of the U.S. Constitution, and by the President’s role as commander-in-chief.
Moreover, the Presidential oath of office to “faithfully execute” the laws provide a duty to fulfill
a wide array of presidential functions, including the continuity and functionality of the
executive branch, aid to the legislative and judicial branches, fulfillment of treaties and other
international agreements, and support to state and local governments. Beyond these powers
and responsibilities, the President has duties and powers, many of them delegable to Cabinet
secretaries, or others.38 While the police powers are generally reserved to the states (per the
10th Amendment to the federal constitution), the President retains powers granted under the
U.S. Constitution and under statutory laws.
A severe solar geomagnetic storm is more likely to affect a region, a nation, or areas of
the globe that are international, rather than a portion of one or two states. It is unlikely that a
single state will be capable of exercising its police power functions, whether by a state public
utility commission, or a governor’s office of emergency management, to prevent or even to
mitigate severe damage to critical infrastructure from a severe solar geomagnetic storm.
Might the federal government retain the power and duty for preparedness, and with
warnings of a severe solar geomagnetic storm, might the President and executive officers to
whom the President delegates authority to execute essential federal functions, have the
authority and duty to interrupt electric power generation and to protect critical electric
infrastructures? Without prompt action supported by the express and implied powers of the

38

Title 3, section 301 of the U.S. Code provides a general authorization for presidential delegation of functions,
excepting specifically non-delegable functions, so long as these acts of delegation are published in the Federal
Register. For example, the duty to maintain a domestic industrial base, including national defense resources
preparedness, is a delegation by President Obama in March 2012. See 77 FR 16651 (2012).
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President, substantial portions of the North American electric grid might not endure, or might
not be expeditiously reconstituted after the emergency has passed.
What are some of the presidential powers or powers delegated by the President or
Congress to subordinate executive officers of the federal government? Title 42 U.S.C. sec.
5195 (P.L. 93-288, Title VI, sec. 601) explains as a purpose the provision of “a system of
emergency preparedness for the protection of life and property in the United States.” The
Federal Government “shall provide necessary direction, coordination, and guidance, and shall
provide necessary assistance as authorized by the subchapter so that a comprehensive
emergency preparedness system exists for all hazards.” (italics added). A federal preparedness
plan and system to cope with all hazards is mandatory, not optional.
Under Executive Order 12656, 77 FR 1665 (March 10, 2012), it is noted that federal
preparedness planning requires identification of functions that would have to be performed
during an emergency. The federal government has a designated mission to mobilize for,
respond to, and recover from: a range of national security emergencies, including (sec. 103)
preparedness for “those natural disasters, technologies emergencies, or other emergencies, the
alleviation of which is normally the responsibility of … the private sector… [or] State and local
governments, and Federal departments and agencies unless such situations also constitute a
national security emergency” [italics added]. Executive Order 12656 requires development of a
system of emergency actions, not just contingency plans. Section 201(4) of this Executive Order
requires:
(a) Development of a system of emergency actions that defines alternatives, processes,
and issues
to be considered during various stages of national security emergencies:
(b) Identification of actions that could be taken in the early stages of a national security
emergency or pending national security emergency to mitigate the impact of or reduce
significantly the lead times associated with full emergency action implementation;
The Federal government might have multiple sources of confirmation of a severe
geomagnetic storm complementing the beyond-projected life ACE satellite (at the L1 LaGrange
point) or its prospective replacement satellite: for example, a variety of NRO space assets or
other Department of Defense space assets that public sources identify and that might
independently confirm an impending solar geomagnetic storm’s risks to terrestrial grid assets.
Under Section 701(1) of this Executive Order, the Secretary of Energy shall “develop
implementation plans and operational systems for … allocation of all energy resource
requirements for national defense and essential civilian needs to assure national security
emergency preparedness….” [E.O. 12656, Sec. 701(1)(b)].
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The Secretary of Homeland Security has emergency preparedness planning
responsibilities for commercial nuclear plants, per Executive Order 12657, 68 FR 10626 (Feb.
28, 2003). The DHS responsibilities apply whenever state or local governments decline or fail to
prepare commercial nuclear power plant radiological emergency preparedness plans that are
sufficient, and so the state plans are adequate to exercise and use such plans in an actual
emergency. There are no indications from the open literature that state or local plans are
designed to reliably shut down nuclear generation facilities in anticipation of a severe solar
geomagnetic storm. The plant licensees could certify to the Department of Homeland Security,
per Section 1(b) of E.O 12657, that the state and local plans do not provide adequate protection
and the licensees could delegate authorization to exercise shutdown contingency authority to
the Secretary of Homeland Security. But for uniform “operating procedures” to take effect,
each of the NRC-licensed operators of 104 nuclear power plants would have to authorize this
delegation of authority to DHS.
Concurrently, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has authority to require shut
down of NRC-licensed power plants as a precautionary measure. This is done routinely for
earthquakes and for hurricanes under NRC safety authority. At the April 30, 2012 FERC
Technical Conference on geomagnetic disturbances and reliability of the bulk power system 39,
an NRC nuclear engineer testified that the prudent course of action in a major solar
geomagnetic storm headed for planet earth might be to shut down all NRC licensed power
reactors. But since these facilities produce about 19 to 20 percent of national electric supply,
their simultaneous shutdown would by itself produces risks of electric grid instability.
In a major solar geomagnetic storm with an inclination likely to cause critical grid
equipment losses in North America, does the President have complementary authority to shut
down other electric generating plants, if the nuclear-electric plants are to be shut down? The
answer is: yes, to a significant extent.
If in future years the North American grid continues to operate extra high voltage
transformers without neutral ground blocking devices for transformer protection, in a major
solar geomagnetic storm the need to protect transformers from severe or permanent damage
extends beyond nuclear facilities. Let us assume that the NRC, or DHS with delegations from
nuclear plant operators, has authority to order the uniform depowering of all NRC-licensed
nuclear facilities. Without AC energization, the GSU transformers and other EHV transformers
are relatively safe from permanent damage from GICs and related harmonics and overheating.
The DC currents by themselves are insufficient to produce permanent damage to this
equipment. However, these “operating procedures” would remove a vital component of
39

See FERC Docket AD12-13-000 (2012).
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baseload power production in the United States, more than 20 percent of the supply in peak
summer months. This would constitute an “energy supply disruption” of substantial
magnitude, if a severe solar storm occurred around the time of seasonal power peaks, in
summertime.
The Congress has expressly granted to the President the authority to halt, temporarily,
the use of natural gas-fired or petroleum-fired electric generation facilities in the United States,
under emergency authorization found at Title 42 U.S.C. section 8374. If there is an “energy
supply disruption” the President has express authority, by presidential order, to prohibit any
power plant in the United States or any other fuel-burning installation “from using natural gas,
or petroleum or both for the duration of such [severe energy supply] disruption.” 42 U.S.C. sec.
8374. The Congress was anticipating, primarily, an oil supply disruption, but the statutory
authority would also apply in event of a nuclear-depowering disruption, including the
mandatory shutdown of all nuclear-licensed power reactors in the United States. The
President’s authority to mandate temporary interruption of electric supply using natural gas or
petroleum may not extend to coal-fired plants. These plants were considered the likely sources
of emergency electric generation, with presidential authority to waive air quality regulations
otherwise enforced by the Environmental Protection Agency. Before considerations of solar
geomagnetic storms received substantial Congressional attention, the baseline assumption was
that an energy supply disruption was most likely to occur through the loss of imported oil, with
a remedy being the suspension of electric generation using natural gas or petroleum, or both,
and with coal-fired plants to be brought online to increase the baseload supply of electricity.
An amendment to this statute might make sense, to allow interruption of coal
generating facilities, thereby broadening the President’s authority to disrupt electric production
during a severe solar geomagnetic disturbance, to protect all generation facilities and their
extra high voltage transformers throughout the nation.
Given the anticipation of widespread electric blackouts during a severe geomagnetic
storm, any federal legislation to broaden authority to authorize temporary cessation of electric
power generation via facilities connected to the bulk transmission system might also: provide
incentives for “islanding” facilities designed to furnish critical electric supplies to hospitals and
other facilities where people now depend upon grid-supplied electricity to power life-support
systems and to augment “islanding” electric supply to critical telecommunications systems.
A remaining issue relates to the existence or lack thereof of authority for the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission to authorize cost-sharing between generating utilities and
transmission entities. In particular, for any hardware protective equipment that is to be
installed, whether at generating facilities or within the regional balancing authorities that
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manage wholesale power markets, does FERC have cost-sharing authority? If hardware
protective equipment to be installed at generating facilities reduces downstream costs, the
frequency of off-cost sales of bulk power, and the magnitude of reactive power consumption
within regional transmission markets,40 a case might be made that the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission already has cost-recovery authority to allocate the costs of installable
hardware protections within the “bulk electric system.” That system may well include
components at generating facilities that improve performance and reliability within the
wholesale transmission systems. Protective equipment at generation facilities that enhances
reliability, reduces transmission congestion, or that reduces reactive power consumption within
the “bulk power system” appears to be eligible for cost-recovery rule-making under FERC’s
existing Federal Power Act jurisdiction.41 Many would prefer, however, clarification via
amendments to Section 215 of the Federal Power Act to expressly strengthen FERC’s reliability
enhancing authority and cost-allocation authority.
Either way, there are benefits to improved reliability for critical infrastructure, starting
with the reliability of the North American electric power grid, if costs of protective equipment
at generating facilities can be allocated to all FERC-jurisdictional beneficiaries. But if there are
delays in needed reforms, the President and presidential delegates do retain substantial legal
authority to order: temporary shutdown of all NRC-licensed nuclear power plants, and
temporary shutdown of all gas-fired and petroleum-fired generating facilities in the United
States during a severe solar geomagnetic storm.

40

Neutral grounding equipment installed at extra high voltage transformers would, according to manufacturing
specs and leading transformer experts, filter out geomagnetic induced currents (GICs). Without such equipment
installed, GICs saturate transformers and flow into extra high voltage transmission systems. Studies of regional
transmission systems during Solar Cycle 23 indicate that even modest solar geomagnetic storms cause off-cost
dispatch of power in more than 10 percent of all hours of dispatch within the PJM Interconnection, Inc. systems
between April 1, 2002 and the April 30, 2004. It appears that, in the absence of installed hardware protection
equipment at generation facilities, there are significant downstream costs of unfiltered GICs that include: damage
to transformers, outages of transformers, loss of sales of electric generation, transmission system congestion,
increased consumption of reactive power, and off-contract power dispatch across low voltage lines. Would the
installation of hardware protective equipment at extra high voltage generation facilities provide significant
benefits to transmission entities? How could such benefits be measured, to develop cost-sharing principles for
FERC cost-sharing and state utility rate-making approvals? See in particular recent articles by Kevin F. Forbes and
O. C. St. Cyr, “Did Geomagnetic Activity Pose a Challenge to Electric Power Reliability During Solar Cycle 23?
Evidence from the PJM Regional Transmission Organization in North America,” Space Weather, v. 10, S05001, 14
pp. May 2012, and Kevin F. Forbes and O. C. St. Cyr, “Establishing the Economic Impacts of Space Weather” May
21, 2012, found at
http://www.vsp.ucar.edu/Heliophysics/pdf/Forbes_Establishing%20the%20Economic%20Impacts%20of%20Space
%20Weather%20MAY%2021%202012.pdf.
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See Memorandum, NERC Legal and Standards Departments, Subject: “Use of ‘Bulk Power System’ versus ‘Bulk
Electric System’ in Reliability Standards”, North American Electric Reliability Corporation, April 10, 2012, at
http://www.nerc.com/files/Final_BES_vs%20_BPS_Memo_20120410.pdf.
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Any such authority ought to be complemented by a rapid upgrade in “islanded”
capabilities for off-grid power production, whether by emergency diesel generators, or by
electric storage systems and renewable sources of energy production. A temporary shutdown
of the North American electric grid would lead to loss of life and extraordinary economic
damage. But the costs of inaction appear to be even higher.
Contingency planning and action plans for grid shutdowns will illuminate the benefits of
proactive measures, so that most of the electric grid in North America could operate through
most foreseeable solar geomagnetic storms. False claims that the President lacks authority to
take temporary measures to de-energize, thence to protect the electric grid from more severe
and long-lasting damage should be set aside. Plans for partial or total grid shutdowns need to
be modeled and refined. Within that context, grid protective hardware and operating
procedures need to be assessed, compared, and improved.
Rigorous modeling and planning for emergency contingencies should not be postponed
under the false notion that the President lacks authority to act. In times of national emergency,
the Supreme Court has shown extraordinary tolerance for emergency presidential actions
initiated to protect the nation and to save lives. The President must be prepared to act, under
existing constitutional and statutory authorities, and legal precedents. A commitment to
proactive measures to protect critical infrastructure requires in advance the exploration of
varied contingencies, robust modeling, and development of both contingency plans and
actionable remedies.
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